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Executive Summary

Problem Identified:
Created with the purpose of solving global refugee and housing crises, the team behind ModulusTech has developed a flat-packed 
housing technology which is cost effective, quick to set up and provides proper living conditions while being relocatable. The model 
proves to be an innovative and sustainable construction solution which can be used for various applications and industries such as; 
construction, tourism, military camps, sanitation, education, healthcare, etc.

Solution:
ModulusTech fabricates its own products by sourcing locally available materials and using labor that we train ourselves, whereas some 
components are subcontracted. The product is manufactured in a factory and then transported to a location where it is then           
assembled by an authorized subcontractor. Revenue is generated by either direct sales, rental options, and insurance schemes for the 
B2G sector. 

Technology:
The product is innovative in terms of it’s flat-packed volume per area, the assembly process & time, connector designs and the 
optimized design that makes it cost effective. The innovation is therefore patentable and will give us a monopoly in the market. The 
technology has been critically assessed by academics and through scientific testing at NED University, Karachi. Moreover, with             
experience the company has developed various trade secrets.

Opportunities:
1.   Engie is a french company for whom we’re working on a pilot in  in Balochistan
2.  Constructing offices all over Pakistan for CarFirst
3.  Pakistan Navy: recurring projects for offside locations
4.  Did a project in Nooriabad which consisted of labour housing, cafeteria, warehouse and sanitation
5.  Tourist spots under construction in Hunza

Team:
Founding management consists of civil engineers with expertise in construction and project management. The founders have worked 
on various large-scale construction projects, tech based non-profits, and are well acquainted in finance and business development. The 
team also includes business development, finance, marketing, legal professionals and advisors.

Advisory board:
•  Zain Moosa – Cofounder and Director Operations @ Magnus Technologies, Entrepreneur, Facilitator and Business Development MENA
   www.linkedin.com/in/zmoosa

•  Ashraf Kalim – CEO @ Magnus Communications, Marketeer and Angel Investor.
   www.linkedin.com/in/ashrafkalimahmed

Our Products:

Experience the future of
Housing Solutions
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